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i ! Witchcraft in the 90's

Fredericton - In a quiet neighborhood in Fredericton, a coven of witches gathers each week to worship the Goddess.
Sky water, her coven name, is 24. She calls herself a witch in memory of the hundreds of thousands of women who were burned during the 

Inquisition in the 15,16,17 and 18th centuries. But, she points out that “witch” and “witchcraft” really have very little to do with the Goddess 
religion. These are names the Christian church made up she says, and it’s the images associated with these names that have led to 

\ misunderstandings about the Goddess religion.
il “i came to the Goddess religion through nature and my love of the earth ... and my concern for what we are doing to our earth,” says 
I) Sky water. “The Goddess religion is about peace and harmony with nature. It’s a long road back to the Goddess because so much has been 
y destroyed and twisted, but it’s one that’s wonderful and filled with beautiful scenery.”
r The roots of witchcraft or wicca actually date back to the beginnings of time. Witchcraft comes from Goddess religion - the original religion 

of the earth and based on the beauty and mystery of childbirth and nature.
Historical evidence shows it flourished around the world during the Palaeolithic and Neolithic times. By 10,000 B.C., social change and 

upheaval was slowly eroding the Goddess religion. New single-male god religions were taking over. Many of the celebrations and symbols
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%.;*• j in the current single-male god religions like Christian, Islam and Judaism were taken from the Goddess religion.

During the “enlightenment” and “Age of Reason,” the church launched it’s final devastating attack on the pagan religions throughout Europe
T'-.
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and North America. It is from the Inquisition that we that forces so many of us to maintain secrecy,” she says. “And then of course there’s
Satanism, which does represent a danger, but has nothing to do with the Goddess religion. 

Today, some feminists scholars call the Inquisitions If people actually studied the history of religion, they would see that Satan was created 
£7 the women’s holocaust. Eighty percent of those burned as around the same time the idea of a single male god was and the goddess was around much, 

witches were female. Estimates of the numbers of women much longer than both those ideas.”
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J have our modem-day images of witches.

The women in Sky water’s coven come from a variety of walks of life and range in age, Toy killed range from the hundreds of thousands to the millions.
In some areas of France and Germany, all the women in the from their early twenties to their sixties. They work in both professional and non

professional jobs. Some are married with and without children and some are single. Sometowns were wiped
At first, the women who were burned were midwives, healers, old women who had are very open about their beliefs and others prefer their privacy. But they all share acommon 

outlived their usefulness according to men and economically independent women. By the belief in Mother Earth and the beauty of womanhood.
end of the centuries of burnings, any woman could be a witch - from young girls to wives “If people would forget what they see in the movies and stuff like that about witches then

they would be able to see us as people. They would actually be quite surprised that we are

out.

of government officials.
Despite the persecution, the Goddess religion did not die. She just went underground, quite normal,” says Skywater. 

Today, the Goddess religion is resurfacing and is one of the fastest growing religions 
worldwide. There are Wicca churches across the United States and here in Canada in

At their coven meetings, the women share a talking circle. They may also sing, hum, 
dance, do ancient crafts like mask-making and pray to the Goddess.

Skywater’s coven is a women-only circle, but there are also male witches and co-ed 
“I think people are finally realizing we can’t go on living and destroying the planet,” says groups in Fredericton and across the province.

Skywater. “Because of the beliefs of the Goddess religion, it is very appealing to

Toronto and Vancouver.

“You can’t sum up the craft in a nice tidy way because it can mean so many different 
environmentalists, feminists, peace activists and people who are disillusioned with the things to different people. It’s as personal as it is a sharing,” says Skywater. “But it is also 
single male god religions. a common belief in Mother Earth.”

“I think the fear of witchcraft stems from ignorance and it is this ignorance and hysteria Blessed Be.

Æ day in the life of, Ted, the hypothetical manMl

By Greta Bauer
Imagine along with me a hypothetical society 

with some pretty bizarre ideas. Let’s follow
considering father-hood, unsolicited advice began to flood in from bodies and bodily processes and hormones with relatively small 

a every direction. His father, brothers, friends, and neighbors all felt fluctuations are viewed as normal. When men do experience mid-
hypothetical man named Ted through a hypotheti- free t0 teU him exactly what he should and should not be doing, life depression or moodiness, it is attributed to causes outside of
cal day. what to eat, what not to drink. Everyone knows that fathering

When Ted wakes up each morning, he carefully ChUdren is t?ard on the My. and fathering normal children We women, on the other hand, are always at the mercy of our
Shaves his facial chest lee and underarm hair He ,VIfance1on eveiJone s ««*• ** W3S the bodies, in the grip of some disease or another. We’ve beenknows ,h« women J,"d -

smooth. He reminds himself that tomorrow he will to fa,her a second child.

their bodies.
.

If we’re moody then it
i . . ..... . . ... must be hormonal; if we’re depressed it must be hormonal. From

have to wax his bikini line hair before going to the .. . hosP‘tal hls doctor 113(1 sur8»caUy enlarged the opening in PMS to pregnancy to childbirth to postpartum and breastfeeding to
beach. Always conscientious when it comes to “ ®taDdaid wben procrea‘ion is at" menopause we are sick. We even discuss the "symptoms" of

.... , , . . . . tempted. Everyone knows that this helps the semen to flow more pregnancy and menopause. (Try this with other bodilv functions
masculine hy giene^he sprays his genitalia with the easily and that men used to die often before this useful operation, “the symptoms of sexual intercourse" for example^ No, thte
new Masculine Deodorant Spray; he doesn’t want Don t worry, you U be having comfortable sex again in no time!" concept of sickness seems limited to those bodilyfùnctions unique
to risk unpleasant odors. He remembers to take his 1116 ™tor ^831(1 later' U8in8 forty stitches to dose the incision, to women.
medication. Over seventy percent of all medication ,A1.ed s thou^ retun’ed to ** £rese,nt' He bas been seein81118 This pathological view of women’s bodies is evident in the

is prescribedformen,especially psychotropicdrugs;
you know how moody men are! wm^remo,ieg,hea«dofh«Iwri.. Tky..*odlwm«lo,

possibility of castrating him as long as he’s going to be under most commonly performed surgeries are oerfonned exclusively
Reading his morning newspaper, Ted becomes concerned. It anesthesia anyway. You see. Ted’s family has a history of on women. Wom^also receive over seventy percent of oLscri^

seems there may be a problem with the silicone pectoral implants testicular caiKer and as his doctor pointed out. "You’ve had your tion medications, including numerous forms of hormonal treat
he and thousands of other Canadian men have had implanted in children: what do you need your testes for anyway?’ Half of all ment. Are we really this ill?
order to look more muscular. Ted thinks how awful it would be to men undergo a head-of-penis-ectomy by age sixty-five, and a third We can take one of two views We can go along with the idea
return to his former small-chested look. After all. the American are castrated. Ted’s doctor assures him that with Testosterone thatourbodiesareunrehableandsubjecttoa varieWofdifficulties
Society of Plastic Reconstructive Surgeons has stated that "there Replacement Therapy (TRT) he’ll be a new man. Besides, TRT or we can challenge it. We can accent that women’s cvcles and
is a substantial and enlarging body of medical opinion that these will keep him “masculine forever;” It is commonly prescribed to body changes are natural and normal- thev’ve been i2ted over
deformities (small pectorals) are really a disease.” men undergoing mid-life crises and suffering from depression or thousand of years and found to work well for our sneci

Scanning the “self help” section of his local bookstore. Ted failure to maintain an erection. It is used frequently despite mist our bodies. We can question medical advicedek a second
notices an abundance of books on dealing with TIS, Testosterone knowledge that it increases a man’s risk of cancer by four to opinion find a doctor who will, “ * ’ * a
Irregularity Syndrome. It is commonly understood that men’s thirteen times. We can 't^wi^^^^Zh^ T ^1'failure to have ^nth.y hormonal cycM:results in a variety of Ted tries not to think of this. Popping a Vallium. he is finally menstruation, cÎiZ£ SsS£ SESTS. «

symptoms including aggressiveness, moodiness, impotence, and able to drift off to sleep. celebrate our bodies arvi t«*oh Jurii ^ We^“
premature ejaculation. Fully one-third of Canadian men are Ridiculous, isn’t it, this little hypothetical society? Now reverse can stubbornly refuïto fall intoTe tan ofaShZfg
thought to suffer from this. When Ted later raises a concern with the sexes — male to female, head-of-penis-ectomy to hysterec- problems to the stage of our nv-netmai ™ iP w ^
his wife she dismisses it, saying. "Relax Ted, you’ve probably just tomy, etc.; you get the idea. You end up with an accurate picture. Jiew ourselves as^Llthy d ^ Wc Ca° be8‘n
got TIS.” So why does this scenario seem so ridiculous when it is applied to "" y"

Playing with his children, Ted recalls the days when he was men? 
attempting to father (hem. As soon as he had mentioned that he was We live in a society that regards the male as the norm. Male

es. We can

our

Unfortunately, these pathological views our society holds on 
our bodies are less then hypothetical. They are, however, every bit 
as ridiculous.


